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REASON 1

Because any attempt to understand a site, to map its histories and geog-
raphies, to organize its varied visual cultures into a coherent account, re-
quires language—as criticism, story, memory, poetics—to script the lay-
ers of representational practices into some kind of legibility...

How does visual and cultural criticism navigate this challenge? Through 
what lenses, genres, and discourses do such modes of criticism ‘work’? 
What gets left out of the frame, out of the narrative? How might nostalgia, 
desire, and critique inflect how we read certain visual signs, how we inter-
pret the semiotics of the advertising sign, the graffiti tag, the store window 
display, as well as all the hidden relations at work? What are the limits of 
such forms of criticism, and what are the politics of such methods?

The “17 Reasons Why” sign was built in the 1930s on behalf of the furni-
ture and appliance store “Redlicks,” replacing an earlier sign for Occidental 
Stoves. The store closed in 1975, partially due to the construction of BART, 
to be replaced by the present tenant Thrift Town. The sign was eventually 
taken down in 2002, after the abolition of new billboards in San Francisco 
ironically led to skyrocketing value for existing signs such as the one at 17th 
and Mission. The sign was replaced by a conventional advertising billboard, 
symbolizing another victory for the forces of gentrification, which were par-
ticularly strong during the dot-com boom. Indeed, the sign, though no longer 
signifying any particular commercial message (if it ever had), became an icon 
and material repository of symbolic value for many Mission partisans, invest-
ed with nostalgia and loyalty for “our Mission.” The “17 Reasons” are now 
stored at Oddball Films on Capp Street, while the “why” remains in a tangle 
of dead-end leads and rumors. “17 Reasons” has since shown up in numerous 
places, from a hip-hop compilation to a Portland indie band, an artspace to 
“The L-Word.” As a mysterious and ‘free-floating’ signifier, the sign and its 
legacy make for an object lesson in how ‘everyday’ visual culture articulates 
a complex set of cultural and political values, from longings for ‘home’ to 
alternative views of what a place might still be for its inhabitants.

The vast bulk of materials in the exhibition were gathered from a one-block 
radius of the gallery. The residency consisted of the installation and research 
office, participation and input from visitors and friends, and curated events 
with local writers, artists, and activists working in the Mission District.

Big thanks to Dillon Westbrook, Samantha Liapes, Lorna Dee Cervantes,      
Katrina Lamb, Erick Lyle, Michelle Tea, Alejandro Murguía, Kari Orvik, 
Nick Pagoulatos and the Mission Anti-Displacement Coalition, Jessica Tully, 
Karla Milosevich, Lara Durback, Melissa Alvarado, Spencer Young, Ariel 
Goldberg, Jennifer Manzano, Lindsey Boldt, Alli Warren, Juliana Spahr, 
Alexandra Grigorova, and especially Clark Buckner and Lara Mott of Mis-
sion17. Dedicated to the Mission Anti-displacement Coalition & the Roque 
Dalton Cultural Brigade.

“17 Reasons Why” 
April 24-May 30, 2009
Mission 17 Gallery
2111 Mission Street, 4th Floor
San Francisco CA 
mission17.org

davidbuuck.com/barge



REASON 2

Because the urban landscape is always constructed, shaping the natural 
world to the needs and desires of its inhabitants...

How do urban planners and developers envision landscapes and built en-
vironments, and for which imagined viewers are such designs created? 
How do we construct (and constrict) the public intersection of the natu-
ral and the artificial? What histories underwrite the aesthetics and mate-
rial culture of a place and its representations? How do such choices, and 
such histories, shape our understanding of a place, a neighborhood, a 
culture? 

Inflated (Real Estate) Values — mixed media

Moving a critical writing project into a gallery space is a compelling     
challenge, and not only because of the translation of language-work to 
visual materials and information. The spatial and institutional contexts of 
the gallery space also put the writer—as researcher & critic—on stage, 
as an active participant in the production of visual culture, rather than a 
detached observer writing from a ‘critical distance.’ 

In the case of the Mission District, the ongoing cultural and political     
contestations over public and private space, real estate and gentrification, 
sanctioned and underground social practice, etc., often leave their traces 
and scars in the built environment and city-scapes, even if those traces 
are often abstract, obtuse, and over-determined by aesthetic and economic 
codes of meaning. Here then, the participant-critic might begin the work 
of visual archeology, in an attempt to simultaneously (re)interpret and     
re-mix the historical and material aspects of a site’s ‘enviro-aesthetics’ 
towards new meanings and perspectives. Some of this work requires the 
compositional (and curatorial) techniques of sampling and appropriation, 
while at other times the performative research practices of psychogeog-
raphy and site-specific ‘readings’ are suggested by the limits of conven-
tional criticism. Throughout, I’ve attempted to draw on what the materials 
and questions have demanded, rather than setting out to present a finished 
work ‘about the Mission’. Using the “17 Reasons Why!” sign that used to 
sit atop the building that now houses Mission17 Gallery, an advertising 
sign which over the years became an empty signifier re-animated by resi-
dents’ passionate attachments to (if not also nostalgias for) certain ideas 
about the Mission, I’ve tried to foreground questions rather than answers, 
‘reasons’ for further work, that might continue to try and answer to the 
always-critical and political question: Why?



On the Case 1 

“I was working late at the office ... when I got a call ... seemed that things 
had become unstuck ... I hit the street and was on the case ... I was trying 
to track down a certain kind of ... visual culture ... that didn’t want to be 
captured ... I needed to ... surveil the situation ... keep an eye on ... the 
way things were moving ... yet once again ... it was as if I was following 
myself ... some kind of fever dream ... the ghosts of the neighborhood 
... always detached ... or threatening ... to fall back ... into shadows ... of 
the various ... street-dreams ... histories ... so-called local color ... I knew 
it would have to be ... unravelled later ... certain aspects crossed out ... 
margin notes ... questions of gender ... race ... ethnicity ... it wouldn’t be 
enough ... merely ... (that’s my boy) ... figure it ... some sort of burlesque 
analogy ... for street-level  visual criticism ... or to simply make narrative 
... out of noirish gestures ... still ... I had no choice but to follow ... to see ... 
if I might be able ... to track down ... to pin down ... the color schemes ... 
the networks ... the identities ... of what ghosts ... disappear into the night 
... into the schemes ... the figures ... and then she was gone ... disappeared 
... into the painted world ...  

transcript of improvised performance video, April 09
after Lisa Mee. more videos at http://www.youtube.com/dbuuck

REASON 3

Because everyday movement through a neighborhood contributes to our 
critical understanding of place—the routes and roots, the enticements and 
hauntings—and how we navigate such spaces helps shape our mental 
maps of the urban landscape...

How does moving through a site, encountering the street-level visual cul-
ture through the prisms of its materiality and its diverse inhabitants, re-
frame our notions of place? What vernacular modes of understanding pro-
duce what kinds of maps? How does psycho-geographic practice provide 
the basis for a critical rendering of place? What visual and cultural clues 
do we follow, and towards what ends?

On the Case — performance video, improvised text



Property Lines 1 (April 09)

REASON 4

Because no single map can ever fully capture a place, and no one cartog-
raphy can successfully translate the politics of land, history, and cultural 
practice into a complete representation, and so new ways of seeing, read-
ing, and (de)scripting are required to interpret the many-layered framings 
of the cityscape...

How do new technologies of surveillance and mapping change the way we 
understand place, or how we imagine our locations in the city? How do we 
interpret the various kinds of categorizing that attempt to overwrite the so-
cial into geography? As systems of panoptic mapping increasingly pin our 
notions of self and behavior to fixed co-ordinates, how do we imagine new 
modes of cognitive mapping, new escape routes for counter-habitation?

Overlay — re-mixes and re-maps (ongoing)



REASON 5

Because critical research about a site requires detective work, moving into 
the noirish realms of ghost-chasing, trying to track down the clues and 
forge them into some coherent narrative, ‘make the case stick’...

How can our accounts of a place include the stories of the neighborhood’s 
ghosts, those erased from the historical accounts, or captured in the pho-
tographs and murals that seal an always-changing history into static im-
ages? What happens when those ghosts come out at night, when the mu-
rals come alive? 

On the Case — performance still (after ASCO)

Two Memory Maps

Please take a moment to write or sketch some of your feelings and/or memo-
ries about the Mission District. If you close your eyes, what can you recall of 
the neighborhood we’re in right now? How are such memories connected to 
the sights and sounds, the odors and tastes, the built structures and natural 
environment of the Mission? What feelings do such sensory details evoke? 
How would you describe the Mission District to someone who’s never been 
here? Thanks for participating!

--------------------------

“An aquaintance—someone I used to see at parties at our flat on Dolores 
St. or around town from time to time—was shot in the head while on 
a pay phone in front of the York Theatre (now the Brava) one night in 
1986. That marked the Mission for me. From that time on I could never 
wander around the neighborhood without a certain dis-ease. When we 
found an affordable apartment on Treat & 25th in 2003, I wandered the 
length of Treat, Harrison, Alabama, Florida, & 24th Streets before I real-
ized—to my surprise—that I felt drawn to the neighborhood. I’ve never 
felt like that about any other place I’ve lived—& I’ve lived in more than 
30 places… One morning I went to La Victoria for rolls and every build-
ing on 24th St was closed down. Except La Victoria. The neighborhood 
went on strike against Schwarzenegger criminalizing drivers licenses for 
undocumented residents. If this information could be so well known, and 
I was completely unaware of it, what claims could I make on my own 
neighborhood? I think I’m always negotiating this question.”

--------------------------

“saint mornings earth the street side of piss and aluminum spies some 
random junkies jagged crest crusts stowing prostitutes over the pockets 
rages meanwhile urine soaks ambitions cracks into hopes and shit and 
vomit into flip flopped feet (rage) lost murals gaudy sunlight mirror gar-
bage and wind automobiles dinosaur street walkers $1.99 pants jackets 
socks boots lemons bananas avocados night more hoodies and gumball 
toy machines spit treasure tight pants keep falling off somehow streets 
belch used snack bags baby carriages shoves burritos into cigarettes shot 
ring everyones doorbells more stoops empty palm fronds crash eager for 
cement synchronize the mission of this mission”



REASON 7

Because the work of visual and cultural criticism is always ongoing, at-
tuned to the shifting conditions and counter-perspectives of other histo-
ries, other narratives, other ways of seeing, and so no final, static display 
can be said to capture the ‘whole story...’

How does the ongoing work of criticism function as a performative prac-
tice, as well as a site-specific engagement with the materials and social 
interactions that constitute ‘research’? Since a visual archeology can only 
ever be incomplete, who curates the ‘evidence’, and from what privileged 
vantage points?

On the Case  — ongoing research and display

REASON 6

Because any critical and aesthetic research and representation of a site 
should foreground its own situated practices, its institutional contexts, the 
performance of that work...

How do the institutional conditions and expectations of art and criticism 
affect the work? How might one presence and interrogate the role of the 
artist and critic within his/her own environment?

BARGE Research Office — temporary installation



 11. Your ex whom you are on the outs with is an executive direc-
    tor of a tenants rights organization.
 12. You are on a sublet and the former occupants who are old 
    Mission hipster artists move back from New York. 

6. Host concerts in your “space,” preferably to make rent.

7. Straight girls: do occasional sex work and have it be a secret that you 
spill over drinks with art school friends.
Queer girls: do sex work for a stint and publicly brag about it, preferably 
in a memoir.  
Straight males: Date a younger woman and fantasize about escorting 
and brag about the nasty things you do to your friends, but make certain 
that if she flirts with the idea of escorting, she really just meets a guy for 
drinks, gets a 20, and goes home to you.
Queer males: Have done some escorting when you were younger and in 
an isolated city, and currently do hair modeling. 

17 ways to become a Mission hipster artist

by Katrina Lamb

1. Arrive in San Francisco from the anywhere but here, as you do not 
have a very strong accent except NYC, in which case you will always be 
the person from New York who relocated to San Francisco. 
1A. If you visit San Francisco from eastern states or Europe, or anywhere 
else in the world, it is cool to accept a kind of limited engagement in a 
variety of milieus as long as it is temporary. 

2. Eat burritos excessively when you first move here, but eventually only 
eat them when you are drunk. 
2A. Spend the rest of your money on organic food. 

3. Have certain San Francisco idols: quasi graffiti artists, bad boy artists, 
and experimental writers and filmmakers.

4. Attend art school. 

5. Create a tentatively-stable living/working place to live in the Mission. 
“Tentatively” means that the following series of events could cause you 
irreparable damage in terms of being able to ever get a below-market-rate 
place in the Mission again.
 1. Building is probably going to be condemned.
 2. Landlord is aging and when they die the building is sold.
 3. Co-op is rented not owned.
 4. Roommates do illegal things that may lead to eviction.
 5. Your lack of income may lead to eviction.
 6. You do illegal things that may lead to eviction.
 7. You spill oil painting or other traditional art supplies and 
     accidentally start a fire
 8. You sublet your apartment to do a residency in Vermont to   
     people that move in and do not leave.
 9. You get married and move out of your place and then get 
     divorced and your ex is famous in the Mission and eventually 
     you move back in with your parents and cry.
 10. Your place is an in-law and your landlord’s relative decides 
     to move in, which is one of the only ways that one can get 
     evicted on an in-law lease, even if it is month-to-month.



REASON 8

Because certain privileged vantage points of seeing can be in uneasy re-
lation with modes of surveillance and paranoiac methods of interpreta-
tion...

                X  mission police station

          X   mission17 gallery window

How do the desires of visual and cultural criticism to ‘capture’ its content 
and render it into some legible form coexist with the limits of one’s train-
ing and perspectives? How are forms of visual criticism complicit with the 
forces of spectatorship or academic discourse? 

Taking a Reading — tripod, camera, audio

8. Make work that will never sell. Examples include:
 8A. Bad performance art.
 8B. Squiggly line drawings on scrap paper and the backs of 
    record covers.
 8C. Anything involving typewriters.
 8D. Cum on plexi, particularly if you are or have been a student 
    of Boadwee. Everyone knows that he did anything within the 
    genre first and better.
 8E. Photos of strung-out friends.
 8D. Documentation of your everyday life as a hipster in the 
    Mission. 

9. Make “street art” or “outsider art” whilst in art school. 

10. Put everything in parentheses in order to seem more academic. 

11. Make bird art.

12. Then reject bird art 1 year later and sew a patch onto your bag that 
says “no more bird art.” 

13. Befriend a person that makes stencils. 
13A. Reject stencil art in a grad school critique seminar.

14. Date someone of a gender you do not usually go for. 
14A. Experience genuine heartache over said person and then go back 
to fucking people of the gender you have more typically gone for and 
become confused then jaded about sex and love and what it all means.

15. Become extremely comfortable and then bored with being around a 
lot of people that you relate to. 

16. Move to New York. 

17. Put your possessions indefinitely into a storage locker, either because 
you do not have a stable living situation or because you don’t, like, really 
live somewhere. 



REASON 10

Because the vernacular aesthetics of consumer goods and retail display are 
often overlooked, even as they suggest visual analogs for the cultural and 
economic conditions of a neighborhood...

How do everyday practices of consumerism and desire, of buying and sell-
ing goods, create a visual economy that is both culturally significant and 
seemingly banal? How might we re-think the visual, sculptural, and instal-
lation aesthetics of retail display as creative works of ‘sign-language’?

Sale/non-sale — mixed media samples

REASON 9

Because how we see the landscape and environment around us is framed 
by the conditions through which such seeing can take place...

How do our habituated ways of seeing limit what we are drawn to in 
a landscape or vista, and what gets erased, ignored, pushed out of the 
frame? What kinds of counter-framings can help provoke new forms of 
seeing and attention?

Re-framing devices — picture frames, wire



REASON 11

Because the local is deeply situated within complex global networks and 
relations, as trans-border migrations and labor practices produce econom-
ic and familial relations that stretch well beyond land-based notions of 
‘site’...

What kinds of new products and services do the geopolitics of U.S. immi-
gration policy and migrant labor laws produce, and what are the cultural 
semiotics that reflect such trans-local networks? How are the informal 
economies of cross-cultural exchange made material?

Translocalismo — international calling cards

Overlay / Property Lines 2 (April 09) 

“We’re out here painting over the graffiti and tags 50 times a year ... my 
friends, when they walk by, they say, hey man, at least you got a job...”



RISE

LifeLike

BYRD

Do good

Dominican

FOX XOXO

Transact

Pimpin’ Ain’t Easy

Accrete

LUCK

We Bleed Black & Green

I love being black

Been There, Done That, Seen That, Bought Everything

Got Insurance? 

I didn’t do it

YEAH / YEAH / YEAH

Konichiwa

Overview

I write code

TEST THIS

Control Freak

Gamer

Season to Risk

Genuine

Rockets and Cars

TOOL

Hoe / Hoe / Hoe

REASON 12

Because there are hidden codes, languages, and poetry in the everyday 
matrix of materials & signs that reveal occult meanings of the places & 
sites in which such texts suddenly appear and begin to ’speak’…

How do seemingly anonymous and leftover goods carry messages into 
new contexts as they move through the class and cultural logics of thrift-
store shopping? What new reading strategies, or new modes of materialist 
literary criticism, are required to begin to interpret these uncanny texts 
from the compost heap of U.S. consumer culture?

Thrift-town Poetics : interchangeable found T-shirt poem 

next page: one found arrangement



To read the mobile poem you stand there like a shopper would with a non 
   buyer delayed store reaction.

My success story goes: make poems standing at racks in all or most 
   future store interactions.

And it will go like to stand in stores mumbling or there may be no words  
   on the shirts to read or all the same words, displaying their size range, 
   on repeat. 

And of course this poem involves getting confused or overloaded with 
   asking where is the rack and where are the bodies to wear or dismiss    
   the shirts.

This is after the show itself. 

Seeing the T-shirt event in 17 Reason’s Why:

by Ariel Goldberg

I found the iron on here what slogan joke to rationalize identity in silent      
   protest design

winding right back to a potential audience to wear this down the calm 
   weather without anything over bandwidth.

Instead this bumper sticker shaped to sweat stain just on view 
so this goes out to the laundry in flags with off chance nationality.

One of the reasons why next to the recent you don’t belong here American 
******* of basic as if neutral solid colors.
   (therein a famous person has won a lawsuit over an unauthorized image     
    to promote the solid colors.)
   (shortly prior to that did you hear if they’ll give discounts for purchases 
    outdated from now but at a location not far from where they were told 
    you don’t belong here.) 
  
In addition to this fusing of backdrop and wardrobe options, I find it 
   important to mention internet sellers such as carryabigstick give up
   dates of their battlegrounds, more pending lawsuits about names of 
   dead on t-shirts = **** lied they died. 

T-shirts concurrently don’t mess around.

So in this climate of the importance, here at the show, a space not just a 
   page kept it heavy on the wall text accompanied by free hanging text to 
   aggregate post consumer fade & nub choreographed to a rack, flexible 
   in order to sift through.

Here is the tactic of found and not new shirts from the radius of the 
   concept collected.

So that participation of looking is you are imitating yourself in a store 
   searching.

Find instructions to read this rack of shirts like a poem, or to make your 
   own to keep handing down. 



REASON 14

Because there would be no Mission as we know it today without Los         
Siete de la Raza, and the ongoing cultural and political struggles in the 
60s and 70s led by Chicano, Filipino, Asian-American, Black Nationalist, 
queer and working-class communities to resist the takeover of the neigh-
borhood and to establish viable counter-cultural movements and institu-
tions.

REASON 13

Because the art exhibit and the gallery are only one framework for looking 
at visual culture; the bulk of ‘the art’ remains off-site, ‘out there’...

How does the visual representation of a site reflect the everyday cultural 
practices outside the gallery without merely reifying them into ‘art objects’ 
or fetishized goods? How might the exhibit instead provoke new ques-
tions about how we see the urban environment as an aesthetic zone, an 
ever-changing interactive exhibition space functioning largely outside the 
values of the ‘art world’?

Mission17 Off-sights  — site-specific micro-installations, various



San Francisco is the Breakfast for Children program. No—the Los Siete 
gang was a bunch of COMMUNITY ORGANIZERS—or as our colorful 
mayor Alioto put it, PUNKS. This is the story of seven punks in the Mis-
sion District and how they stood in the way of progress.

COMMUTER: You mean they didn’t want BART? [...]

BART: They spread the malicious rumor that the city government was 
merely waiting till I—BART—was installed before they hiked the prop-
erty taxes sky high and forced the Latin people out of the Mission District. 
And they dared to suggest that the Latin people should ORGANIZE them-
selve not to let that happen.

COMMUTER: But isn’t that—wasn’t that...

BART: Isn’t that wasn’t that WHAT?

COMMUTER: Sort of the way things—actually happened?

BART: All except for the organizing part, my friend, because we stopped 
them in time! [...]

Roberto Vargas and Alejandro Murguía, Mission Street, 1970s

Los Siete (excerpts)

—San Francisco Mime Troupe, 1970

BART: ...All this was not achieved without sacrifice and struggle. There 
were those who attempted to halt San Francisco’s progress, out of base and 
antisocial motives.

COMMUTER: Eek! What are those ugly things?

BART: Those, dear patron, are the former inhabitants of the Mission Dis-
trict. They were known as Latinos. Please do not misunderstand. Your 
BART system has absolutely nothing against persons of the Hispano-
American persuasion. As you may know, we employ more than our quota 
of them in responsible positions.

COMMUTER: Oh, he looks nice.

BART: They are a perfectly nice people. But as the executive director 
of our Urban Redevelopment Agency, M. Justin Herman, once remarked, 
‘They simply can’t afford to live in San Francisco.’

COMMUTER: I can understand that—my place isn’t so cheap either...

BART: Now, living where you can’t afford to live creates many dangerous 
anxieties and illusions and often leads to violence in the streets. 

COMMUTER: I’m against that. 

BART: Of course you are. And where you live, there isn’t any. But once 
upon a time there was violence in the Mission District—and the ringlead-
ers of it were the notorious Los Siete de la Raza.

COMMUTER: I never heard of it.

BART: Of course not. You can thank responsible journalism for that.

COMMUTER: Was it something like the Mafia?

BART: There is no Mafia in San Francisco. The only organized crime in 



REASON 16 

Because there are writers and artists and activists and citizens still willing 
to fight, create, live, and continually re-mix and re-imagine the Mission...

17 Reasons Why
by Lorna Dee Cervantes

Because the wind smells like jasmine
through the pools of dog shit
when people can’t afford to feed;

Because you live another day though your dreams
are punctuated with the sounds of rusty shopping
cart wheels and destiny smells like frijoles con ajo;

Because freedom’s just the change in your pocket
and the poor are rich but nobody feels this,
but a smile is the passport, buenas, the plane;

Because heaven lives on Harrison and school
children skip through the rituals on Valencia
and my mom is not afraid to walk alone under moonlight;

Because you are living in interesting times
in interesting ways as an interesting force and even 
the pigeons acknowledge this, and are interested;

Because Destiny doesn’t stop here anymore,
she took off with Mañana who then eloped
into Yesterday and Whatever, La Reina, reins;

Because the corner store will stock anything you want
and the produce is cheaper and better and comes from
a local garden where all the bugs have an understanding;

Because ColorChrome is still stored in someone’s garage
and on the door of La Misión una Visión is overheard
while the people paint The Constitution into Acts of Art;

REASON 15

Because all our cultural battles in this city, when it comes down to it, are 
about real estate...    
           — Erick Lyle

Property Lines 3 (April 09)

It’s for them the ruins are being created, the families forced out, the           
murals destroyed. The other night I overheard one of them ask, “What’s 
this neighborhood called?” And her blond friend replied, “I don’t know, 
but it used to be called the Mission...”
         — Alejandro Murguía, “The Other Barrio”



Because art isn’t a fantasy on 24th Street
and the boleros and beat box intertwine and harmonize
despite themselves and teknopop parrots dance La Guacamaya;

Because busses chug a grime on the windows
which screens out the decay into a magical hope
for a sweet breath, sweet life, sweet remembrance;

Because charros murmur of horses en la madrugada
and a mother’s hands grind into la masa
and many tongues huddle inside the mouth of the Mission;

Because food is the universal language
and everyone knows the cost, curanderos 
on the corners sell lilies and cure cuando quiera;

Because even though the blanched walk through
the lives that seem strewn here, they come away
with the seeds in their cuffs, they eat their words;

Because La Palabra is the only currency
and the Super Mercado of the empty aisle or alley
is where a treasury is founded on what others leave behind;

Because you leave behind, like a husk of dung
beetle coming anew, all those webs and pupae
puddlings, and everyone’s an extinct butterfly, rediscovered;

Because you uncover the unknown self
you knew all along at your neighborhood dive
where every breath is one and the hips, El Mundo;

Because every head’s a mundo, every eye, a 
telescope, everyone sees what’s coming down:
the change is going to come because it’s already here.

       5/4/09
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